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English 
Literature   

1] Comprehension types :  

1. Why did the king want to know answers to three questions? 
2. Messengers were sent throughout the kingdom 

(i) to fetch wise men.                    (ii) to find answers to the questions. 
(iii) to look for the wise hermit.   (iv) to announce a reward for those 
who could answer the questions. 

2 ] Complete the following sentences by adding the 

appropriate parts of the sentences in italic given in below.   

1. Many wise men answered the king’s questions,    

………………………………. 

2. Someone suggested that there should be a council of wise men  

……………………….…… 

3. Someone else suggested that the king should have a timetable   

……………………………….  

    4. The king requested the hermit 

        ………………………………. 

   5. The king washed and dressed the bearded man’s wound, 

       ………………………………. 

     • but the bleeding would not stop. 
     • to answer three questions. 
     • but their answers were so varied that the king was not   
     satisfied. 
     • and follow it strictly. 
     • to help the king act at the right time. 
3] Answer the following questions. 

      1. Why was the king advised to go to magicians? 

      2. In answer to the second question, whose advice did the 

         people say would be important to the king? 

      3. What suggestions were made in answer to the third 

          question? 

      4. Did the wise men win the reward? If not, why not?  

      5. How did the king and the hermit help the wounded man? 

      6. (i) Who was the bearded man?   

          (ii) Why did he ask for the king’s forgiveness? 
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   7. The king forgave the bearded man. What did he do to 

       show his forgiveness? 

  8. What were the hermit’s answers to the three questions? 

       Write each answer separately. Which answer do you like 

       most, and why? 

4]  Working with Language :  

1. Match items in List A with their meanings in List B. 

                             A                                            B 

 

(i) Wounded                                Got up from sleep 

(ii) Awoke                                        Give back 

(iii) Forgive                           Small patches of ground for plants 

(iv) Faithful                                    Severely injured 

(v) Pity                                                   Pardon 

(vi) Beds                                                 Loyal 

(vii) Return                                       Feel sorry for 

 

5] Writing :  

   a. Imagine you are the king. Narrate the incident of your Meeting the     

        hermit. 

  b. Imagine you are the hermit. Write briefly the incident of Your   

      meeting the king.  
 Eng. 

Practice  
Make a table chart on Tenses with definition, forms and 3 examples.  
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Social 
Science 

India’s philosophy of the world being one family 
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam 

The philosophy of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam guide countries 
to adhere to sustainable development goals, prevent 
biodiversity loss and work towards mitigating climate change 
and therefore, an extension of the concept of Vasudhaiva 
Kutumbakam highlights India’s concerns for the 
environment and the hole planet. 
Task - 1 
Imagine you have been asked by the government to develop a 
campaign "Say no to Plastics and give up plastic bags". 

 
A. Prepare a campaign on A4 size sheet .You can include 
following points: 

 1. Use of plastics has increased in developing 
Countries. 
2. Non-biodegradable nature of plastics. 
3. Harmful gases produced after burning of plastics. 

4. Environmental effect of plastics. 
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B. Write a slogan and design a poster for your campaign on A4 sheet. 
Task 2: 
This chapter is meant only for project work. Therefore 

you all have to do this chapter in under given 
directions. 

 
1. Classify minerals into metallic and non-metallic minerals using 

flow chart. 
2. Distribution of minerals in tabular form. 
3. Distribution of Minerals in India show in outline political map 

of India 
4. Conservation of Minerals using mind map 

 

 
 
 
3. 

 
 
 
Science 

1. Define force. Mention any 3 examples of forces existing   around 
you.  

2. Mention any 3 effects of force with two examples of each. 
3. Differentiate between balanced   and unbalanced force .(any 3 

points) 
4. Write the names of 30 elements  starting from  1st element to 30th 

element. Innovate a new way to remember  the names of the 
elements. 

5. Make one simple electric circuit using a small LED, wire, switch and 
a battery. 

6. You are given with some samples to check whether they are  acids or  
bases.  
 

Mention how to use different indicators to find out whether the substance 
is acid or base also mention the behaviour of the indicator in both acid and 
base. 

7.  What do you mean by the term crop? Explain briefly the types of 
crops? 

8.  Define the term agricultural practices and also state the important 
steps taken during crop production. 
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Math 

 
1. Square and sqare roots (Worksheet-1,2,3,4,5) . 
2 .Cube and cubes roots (Worksheet-1,2) . 
3. Write down the facts of sqare and sqare roots. 
4. Write down the facts of cube and cube  roots. 
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Hindi 

1. “हम पंछी उन्मुक्त गगन के”कविता को अनचु्छेद के रूप में विविए । 

2. अनुस्िार और अननुाविक को विस्तार रूप ि ेविविए । 

3. स्कूि के छुट्टी को िेकर िचूना विविए । 

4. व्याकारविक पेड़ का वचत्र प्रस्तुत ककविए । 

5. गमी के छुट्टी पर अनुच्छेद विविए । 

6. अिि धन पाठ िे आप क्या िमझते ह ैविविए। 
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Odia 

୧.    କେଉମଁାନଙ୍କ   ଆଗକେ   ଶ୍ରୀେୃଷ୍ଣ   ବୃକ୍ଷେ   ମହିମା   େଥା େହୁଥକିେ ? 

୨. ଯମନୁା    ବିଷୟକେ    େ’ଣ    େୁହାଯାଇଛି ? 

୩. ଓଡିଆ    ଭାଗବତେ   େଚୟିତା   େିଏ ? 

୪. କଗାପ ବାଳେମାକନ ଦୁୁଃଖ   ଅନୁଭବ େେୁଥକିେ ୋହଁିେ ି? 

୫. ବୃକ୍ଷେୁ  ସଜୁନ  ସହିତ  ତୁଳନା େୋଯିବାେ  ୋେଣ େ’ଣ ? 

୬. ବୃକ୍ଷମାକନ ପେେ  େିପ୍ରୋେ  ଉପୋେ େେନି୍ତ ? 

୭. କେଖେ ଉଦୟନାଥ    ଷଡଙ୍ଗୀଙ୍କେ  ଆତ୍ମଜୀବନୀ     ଗ୍ରନ୍ଥେ ନାମ େ’ ଣ ? 

୮. ବାପା  ୋହଁିେ ିଦାଣ୍ଡପିଣ୍ଢାକେ  କ ାଇଥକିେ ? 

୯. ଡାକ୍ତେ  ମାନଙ୍କ ପ୍ରତି କୋେମାନଙ୍କେ   ଧାେଣା େପିେି ଥେିା ? 

୧୦. କଛାଟ ପିୋମାକନ ୋହଁିେି କବୈଦୟେ ୁ କଦଖ ିଡେୁଥକିେ ? 

୧୧.  ସପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗ ସରଳାର୍ଥ ଲେଖ । 

        ( େ )  “  ବଡ କେହଭୋ ଅଥଚ େେୁଣ କସ ଚାହାଣୀ  । “ 

        ( ଖ )  “ ଏହାଙ୍କ ପ୍ରାକୟ  କଯକବ କହାଇ 

                     ସଂସାେ ମକେ କଦହ ବହି    । “ 

୧୨.  ନିମ୍ନ ଶବ୍ଦଗଡୁିକର ବପିରୀତାର୍ଥଲବାଧକ ଶବ୍ଦ ଲେଖ । 

            ଅସହକଯାଗ ,     କୋଗାକ୍ରାନ୍ତ ,     ପ୍ରତୁୟଷ ,    ଆ ୀବବାଦ ,    ଅସମ୍ଭବ , , 

୧୩.  ଭୁେ୍ ଶବ୍ଦଗଡୁିକୁ ଠକ୍ି ଭାବଲର ଲେଖ । 
          ଘି୍ର , ଆଶ୍ୱା ନା , ବିେ୍େୁତି , ଆ ବୀବାଦ  , ଚାଟଷାଳୀ , ପ୍ରଭୁତି , କେହପରୁ୍ଣ୍ବ ,       
     ସଂଜ୍ଞାହିନ , ଯିଦ୍ , ବୟବସ୍ତା , ଅଷ୍ପସ୍ଟ ,   ୁେୁ୍ଷା  
୧୪. ଶ୍ରୀେୃଷ୍ଣଙ୍କେ କେଉସଁାଙ୍ଗମାକନ ବଣେୁ କଧନୁମାନଙୁ୍କ କନଇ ଯାଉଥକିେ କସମାନଙ୍କେ  
    ନାମକେଖ । 
୧୫.  ଶ୍ରୀେଷୃ୍ଣଙ୍କେ ନାମ ୋହଁିେ ିଦାକମାଦେ କହାଇଛି ? 
୧୬. ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧ :  ଗ୍ରୀଷ୍ମଋତୁ 
୧୭. ତୁକମ ପଢିଥବିା ଏେ ପସୁ୍ତେ ବିଷୟକେ ବର୍ଣ୍ବନା େେି 
       ସାଙ୍ଗ ନିେଟେୁ ଏେ ପତ୍ର କେଖ । 
୧୮. ଭାଷା ବକିାଶ : 
       ଫଳା,ମାତ୍ରା ଓ ଯକୁ୍ତାକ୍ଷେ ବୟବହୃତ ୫୦ ଟି କେଖାଏ ଁ  ବ୍ଦ କେଖ ିଆଣବି । 
୧୯ .   ଓଡଆି େବି ଓ କେଖେ ମାନଙ୍କେ ଏେ ତାେିୋ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ େେି କଦଖାଇବ । 
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Computer 

What to do: Create a Presentation in Ms PowerPoint on the topic” How our 

world became beautiful after the lock down”. Presentation should have 8-10 
slides. 

Where to do: Mail the activity to the email ID: examdavpstig23@gmail.com 

 

 Subject of the mail should be: Your name Class ( e.g Riya Verma 9) 
 
 Parameters: Creativity, Originality, Overall presentation File Work (as per the 
instructions) 

CHAPTER-1 (Let us Explore Computer Network) 
 

1) Name all the networking devices studied in the chapter and   

write its function.  
    2)   Give few examples of network that you see in your daily life.  
    3)   What do you know about Bluetooth and Infrared waves?  
    4)   State the difference between the Wired Network Technology  
          and Wireless  Network Technology? 
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